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Top 10 reasons to
use online data backup
Easy to use

Secure

By utilizing the simple “set and forget” features on the software

Two copies of your data are protected by a militar y level encryption

mean you simply choose what you want backed up and up and when.

key known only to you. Stored offsite in our two, state of the art,

On demand or on a set schedule your data is automatically sent to

data centers.

our two data centers

Data Recovery
Cost

From anywhere with an internet connection you can retrieve

Online data backup is ver y cost effective. There are no initial costs

single files or a full restore reducing down- time in the event of a

for hardware or setup and the price reduces the more your data

disaster.

grows.

Scalability
Support

As your business data grows we can quickly and easily increase

Management of the data backup process, changing times or

the limit on your account, without having to purchase additional

data selection can be done easily by the user. We monitor the

hardware,

infrastructure meaning that no maintenance is required

Suitable for all
Compliance

Our disk to disk solutions provide fully encr ypted backup, storage

As part of a business continuity plan the online backup ser vice can

and recover y, ensuring the highest levels of data protection for

help to achieve compliance with regulator y requirements and data

SOHOs, SMEs and enterprises.

protection regulations

Mobility
Time management

Backup software is perfect for backing up on the move anywhere,

The automated schedule frees up your time and therefore boosts

anytime with an internet connection, eliminating the need to go

productivity, data is backed up incrementally. This means that backup

back into the office.

windows are considerably reduced

“One Third of user data in the cloud
by 2016”
Prediction by Gartner
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